DIRECTORS SERIES
“First I was an explorer, then I was an artist.”
—Robert Flaherty

“For those doubting the power of documentaries to
have a social impact, TO TELL THE TRUTH should
give them an idea.” —The New York Times

“A Pioneer of the documentary.”
—Derek Malcolm, The Guardian

“A long overdue portrait.”

“Fascinating…Probing…Two must-see
documentary-on-documentary episodes.”

—Leonard Digital Reviews

—About.com Guide to Documentaries

Robert Flaherty (1884-1951) was the man credited with being the father of the
modern documentary film after he produced and directed “Nanook of the North”
in 1922. Flaherty is one of the great name directors in the history of cinema and
to this day films such as “Nanook of the North,” “Moana,” “Man of Aran” and
“Louisiana Story” are widely regarded as classics and still regularly screened.

“If you have a camera in your hand, that camera is to be used to make clear
the truth.” – Leo Hurwitz

Flaherty is also a controversial figure in that he was also the first to show that
filming the everyday life of real people could be molded into dramatic, entertaining narratives. The minute he chose to stage scenes in order to make a
better film out of his seminal Inuit project “Nanook of the North,” he was opening documentary’s Pandora’s Box. And with his later work in Samoa, the Aran
Islands and Louisiana first raised such enduring topics of documentary ethics
as ethnographic falsification, exploitation of one’s subjects and the perils of corporate sponsorship.
But this entertaining portrait of Flaherty shrewdly looks beyond standard polemical positions to present a complex view of the man and his work (shown in
vivid excerpts).

WORKING FOR CHANGE explores the birth of the social documentary,
featuring interviews with several of the people who helped define and
shape the form.
THE STRATEGY OF TRUTH explores the role of film as propaganda
during World War II, and the different forms it took in the US, the UK,
and Germany. It also raises the central question of whether a film can be
both documentary - reflecting the truth - and propaganda.
As the first major war was about to unfold on celluloid, documentarians
around the globe were enlisted into the causes of their nations - causes that
were not always easy to sell.

BONUS FEATURES:

• Booklet with a new essay by Brian Winston
• Ricky Leacock’s final filmed interview

BONUS FEATURES:

• Alec Baldwin on the importance of documentaries
• Agnes Varda on the making of documentaries
• Film historian Kevin Brownlow on Leni Riefenstahl
• Two WWII documentaries by John Huston:
LET THERE BE LIGHT and THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A “JEEP”

A BOATLOAD OF WILD IRISHMEN
A film by Mac Dara Ó Curraidhín / Written by Brian Winston
84 minutes / Color / 2011 / Closed captioned

TO TELL THE TRUTH
Two films by Calvin Skaggs and David Van Taylor
2-Disc Set / 2 x 52 minutes + extras / Color / 2012 / Closed captioned
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